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Abstract—Ontologies can be used to unambiguously describe
the semantics of the entities of a domain. Furthermore, ontolo-
gies can also contain instances that represent states of real
world systems. When an ontology is dynamically updated to
reflect changes in the real world, or vice versa (reaction to new
information added by a reasoner), data needs to be mapped
in both directions. In many systems, this happens through
an ad-hoc implementation. Maintaining translations in both
directions can be complex and time-consuming. Also, it is often
difficult to split a mapping into reusable components. In this
paper we examine how lenses, an approach to the view update
problem originating from database research, can be applied
to value updates in ontologies. Lenses provide bi-directional
composable translations from one model to another. The
application of the approach in the domain of IT management,
where an ontology is constantly updated with values from
managed systems, is described as part of the ongoing project.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the ever growing amount of data in all areas of
computing and Information Technology, effective means for
managing information become more and more important.
Especially when data exists in many different heteroge-
nous sources and formats, integration of information and
interoperability of applications that process the data are
essential. Furthermore, as syntactic translation of data be-
tween different sources is often not sufficient, ontologies are
increasingly used to capture semantic information. However,
using ontologies comes with its own range of problems that
need to be solved, in particular when a single ontology
is not sufficient. When multiple (sub-) ontologies, possibly
from different sources or authors, are used, they need to be
integrated. This leads to research questions such as ontology
merging and mapping, matching and ontology alignment,
distributed querying and distributed reasoning and others.
When information sources and formats external to the ontol-
ogy need to be dynamically connected to the ontology (i.e.,
values and/or model structures need to be synchronized), this
often results in large amounts of boilerplate code, which is
hard to maintain and poorly reusable.

Both cases, regular ontology alignment and the alignment
of an ontology with other external models are comparable
problems. In ontology alignment, relations between vocab-

ularies of different ontologies are established, while in the
alignment with external models relations between concepts
in the ontology and concepts in the external model are
defined. Depending on the type of model, such relations
between concepts can be of the types one-to-one, one-to-
many or many-to-one. When the ontology is not only used
as a passive information store, but is dynamically updated
with information from the external data source, and vice
versa (i.e., new facts found by a reasoner are pushed to
the external system), information needs to flow in both
directions. Translations of data formats and structures need
to be performed each time data flows corresponding to the
mapping of the external format to the ontology. If we assume
the ontology to be a domain model that formally captures
the domain and uses this semantic basis to connect other
ontologies to it, possibly from different domains, it creates
a comprehensive information base. Updating an external
system using data from this compound ontology can pose a
loss of information, as it only captures a part of the ontology
(e.g., an IT management system probably does not include
accounting information). On the other hand, importing data
from the external system into the ontology may require
incomplete data to be complemented to “fit” the data model
of the ontology.

This problem is known in database research as the View
Update Problem [1]. To approach the problem in the context
of ontologies, we examine how lenses, a structure for bi-
directional composable translations can be adapted to ontolo-
gies, with a focus on modularity. Lenses are well examined
for the application in database systems, but to be able to be
used with ontologies, different requirements must be taken
into account. Therefore, we first explain the idea of lenses
and then the basic application of lenses to ontologies.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II briefly
explains the concept of lenses, as it is defined for the
database context. Section III examines existing work in
the areas of ontology update, view update and lenses. In
Section IV, the approach for the application of lenses in the
context of ontology values is described. Section V describes
the work in progress, where the approach is applied in the
domain of IT management. The paper closes with a summary
and future work in Section VI.
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II. EXPLANATION OF LENSES

Lenses were first proposed by Foster et al. in [1] to
address the View Update Problem - how can changes made
to views be propagated back into the underlying tables. The
authors show that the abstract concept of lenses is not only
applicable to database schemas, but to other data models
as well, and give concrete lenses for the transformation of
trees. The concept was further examined in the context of
relational databases by Bohannon et al. in [2]. How lenses
can be implemented and more use cases are given in [3].

The definition for lenses given in [2] is as follows:

Definition [Lenses]: Given schemas Σ and ∆, a lens v from
Σ to ∆ (written v ∈ Σ ↔ ∆) is a pair of total functions
v ↗∈ Σ → ∆ (“v ↗” is pronounced “v get”) and v ↘ ∈
∆× Σ→ Σ (pronounced “v putback”).

Intuitively, a lens combines the pair of functions get and
putback, as shown in the visual explanation in Figure 1,
which is derived from [4]. The get and putback functions
define the mapping between the original data source (e.g.,
the database tables) and the external model (e.g., database
views). Together, they provide a different view onto the data,
hence the name lens.

Figure 1. Visual explanation of a lens

The putback function is intended to be the inverse
of the get function in a sense that the resulting lens is
reasonable, i.e., that the putback function only revises
the model structures and instances that are necessary for the
change. For this reason the function not only depends on the
updated structure from the external model, but also on the
original structures and instances the change refers to.

To specify this requirement, the authors in [2] define so-
called well-behaved lenses that must satisfy certain laws:

Definition [Well-behaved lenses]: Given schemas Σ and
∆ along with a lens v ∈ Σ ↔ ∆, we say that v is a
well-behaved lens from Σ to ∆ (written v ∈ Σ ⇔ ∆) if
it satisfies the laws GETPUT and PUTGET:
v ↘ (v ↗ (I), I) = I for all I ∈ Σ (GETPUT)
v ↗ (v ↘ (J, I)) = J for all (J, I) ∈ ∆× Σ (PUTGET)

The GETPUT law, which is also called Stability in [4],
states that the original model should not be changed, if

the external model is not changed. This means that the
putback function should not touch (e.g., set to zero) fields
in the original model, if they were not touched in the update
operation. The PUTGET law (also called Acceptability in [4])
states that updates to the original model should be performed
so that the next call of get yields exactly the previously put
information. This law could be violated, if the putback
function would write a value other than the one that was
updated in the external model (e.g., if putback always
writes a constant value). The result of a subsequent call of
get would then be different than the updated value.

The lens laws assure one important property: The compos-
ability of lenses, i.e., the creation of new lenses through the
composition of existing lenses, similar to function composi-
tion. This property allows the creation of separate lenses for
each structural or data translation, which are then composed
together to form the original specified mapping. When well-
behaved lenses are chained together, Foster et al. [1] show
that the resulting lens satisfies the lens laws as well.

III. RELATED WORK

The approach presented here cuts different areas of re-
search: ontology-based information integration, the View
Update Problem, ontology updates and ontology mapping.
Firstly, publications in which ontologies are employed to
achieve information integration range over various domains,
and usually describe a mapping of external data formats to
the ontology. Representative for the problem at hand is [5],
which describes an architecture where an ontology is used
for mashups of streaming and stored data. They feature a
semantic integration service that allows queries over inde-
pendent heterogenous data sources. This is implemented by
providing individual mappings for each data source to a
central ontology. However, it only works in one direction,
as they do not specify how data is propagated back.

Updating ontologies still poses different questions than
updating tables in a Relational Database Management Sys-
tem (RDBMS), because updated knowledge may not con-
tradict existing knowledge (which was possibly deduced by
a reasoner, rather than added manually), because it would
render the ontology inconsistent. Belief update, and more
specifically, ontology update, has been examined in several
publications. For example, in [6], Lösch et al. propose an
ontology update framework where ontology update speci-
fications, which are similar to database triggers, describe
certain change patterns that can be performed. Only when
an update specification accounts for a change request, the
request is accepted, otherwise it is denied. Most of the work
on ontology updates is focused on changing the ontology
structure, which poses a different problem than updating
ontology values and is therefore not directly comparable
to our approach. Ontology mapping has been discussed in
many publications. Shvaiko and Euzenat [7] give a compre-
hensive overview of different ontology mapping approaches.
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Scharffe and De Bruijn [8] propose requirements for a
language to specify ontology mappings (which can also be
bi-directional), while in [9], Belhadef gives a method for bi-
directional ontology matching that relies on terminological,
syntactical and structural comparisons. Again, this focuses
on the ontology structure and is not directly comparable to
our approach.

IV. APPROACH

In this section, we want to examine how the abstract
concept of lenses can be applied in scenarios, where external
data sources need to be synchronized with an ontology. The
approach is orthogonal to existing works, as the goal is not to
develop mappings, but an abstraction that allows mappings
to be composed out of reusable smaller parts. Regardless
of the actual domain, data model or mapping specification,
this synchronization is usually implemented in a way that
performs structural and value translations, according to the
external model. For example, when data from an existing
address book should be synchronized with an ontology that
also contains other personal data, the ontology might have
object properties and data properties that do not directly map
to fields in the address book, and values with types such as
date time, which might need to be converted from an in-
ternal representation to xsd:dateTime format, or strings,
which might need an encoding conversion. Thus, with each
conversion step between the external representation and the
ontology, several sub-steps might be necessesary. Instead
of ad-hoc handling each sub-step in the data conversion
implementation, the mapping should be modularized so that
each sub-step is a separate entity, and one conversion step
is just a composition of the individual sub-steps.

Figure 2. Mapping external data sources to ontologies

If we consider the example given in Figure 2, we can
easily see what the mapping specification should look like:
The Person class can be mapped to an owl:Class, string
encodings must be translated, and the age property of
the class should be converted to the right date format
using a reference date. However, two problems arise, when
the mapping implementation is straightforwardly derived or
generated from the specification. First of all, if the mapping
is implemented in a monolithic fashion, i.e., without further
modularization into the sub-steps, the single conversion sub-
steps (i.e., conversion of structure, data types, data values)

are neither reusable nor easily maintainable. Secondly, the
specification and the implementation need to take of cases,
when data is converted bi-directionally. When a Person in-
stance record from the ontology is extracted and converted to
an instance of the external Person type, the phoneattribute
is simply omitted. When the instance is then updated in the
external model (i.e., the name is changed), and the corre-
sponding ontology instance should be updated accordingly,
it is desirable that the phone attribute from the original
ontology Person instance remains unchanged. The mapping
implementation therefore needs to consider existing Person
instances in the ontology that represent the same external
instance as well as newly inserted instances. Both problems,
modularization of bi-directional translations, and the ac-
counting for difference in structure and merging of existing
and new fields, can be solved with the application of lenses.
In this context, the ontology represents the original source
of data, as it is intended to comprehensively aggregate the
existing domain knowledge, while the external model can be
compared to a database view, as it only covers a subset of the
available information (hiding information is often the reason
to define a view, while the external model only contains the
data structures that are essential for the external system).
In the definition of lenses, the GETPUT and PUTGET laws
are necessary for the translation of data in both directions,
but as the laws from the original lenses definition originate
from database schemas rather than ontologies, the laws are
not sufficient to guarantee the consistency of the ontology,
because updating certain facts can lead to contradictions with
existing facts. The process of changing beliefs to take into
account a new piece of information about the world is called
belief change. This problem has been extensively studied and
most formal studies on belief change are based on the work
of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson (see, e.g., [10]).
They specify postulates for contraction (i.e., removal of
beliefs from a knowledge base) and revision (changing or
updating beliefs in a knowledge base) operators, that must
be satisfied by all rational belief change operators. Although
belief change theory is not directly applicable to ontologies,
Ribeiro and Wassermann [11] have shown that the theory can
be applied to ontologies when certain postulates are adapted
accordingly. The PUTGET law can be related to the Closure,
Success and Expansion postulates. The Closure postulate
(K∗α = Cn(K∗α), where K is the knowledgebase, α is the
fact to be revised, (∗) is the belief revision operator and Cn
is the closure function) states that the knowledge base should
be logically closed after the new fact is added, the Success
postulate (α ∈ K ∗α) states that new information should be
successfully accepted, and the Expansion postulate (K ∗α ⊆
K + α) states that the revised knowledgebase should not
contain more facts than the result of K expanded by α
(i.e., the fact added without consideration of consistency).
The Consistency (K ∗ α is inconsistent, only if ` ¬α),
Preservation (If ¬α 6∈ K then K + α ⊆ K ∗ α) and
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Extensionality (If α ≡ β then K ∗α = K ∗β) postulates do
not apply to relational databases and are for this reason not
reflected by the lens laws. In order to maintain consistency in
the ontology when applying updates through lenses, the lens,
which can be considered a revision operator, must therefore
be implemented to satisfy the remaining postulates as well
(if no other measures for maintaining consistency are taken).

As the composability of lenses makes it possible to create
a library of lenses for common or very specific updates
to ontologies, the revision postulates should be considered
when lenses for ontology updates are created.

V. APPLICATION

The concept of lenses is currently being used in the
implementation of an ontology-based automated IT man-
agement system. We are working on the implementation
of a concrete set of lenses for the translation between an
OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontology representation
and the external data source of a CIM environment. The
Common Information Model (CIM, [12]) is an object-
oriented model to represent entities and relationships of
IT systems, and is used in IT management and storage
management tools. A translation of CIM to OWL was
previously examined in [13], and used in an architecture for
automated IT management [14]. Preliminary results show
that the application of lenses to implement the mapping
between the ontology and the CIM environment, rather than
the previously used prototypical monolithic implementation,
can greatly contribute to the modularity and extensibility of
the architecture.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have examined the abstract concept
of lenses, an approach to the view update problem in
databases, and its applicability to the context of ontologies.
We have shown that for scenarios where an ontology serves
as aggregation of domain knowledge that is dynamically
updated with an external model, the ontology can be thought
of as the original data source, while the external model
can be thought of as a view. This allows the use of
lenses for synchronization between the models. As ontology
updates differ from updates of relational databases, we have
examined how the lens laws relate to the postulates that
belief revision operators must satisfy, and found that a lens
that performs ontology updates can not solely rely on the
lens laws, but must still follow the postulates. Future work
therefore includes the completion of the formalisation of
belief revision for ontology update lenses and the further
evaluation of the approach in the domain of IT management.
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